We investigate approximating the universal transpose of quantum states of two-level systems (qubits) using the method known as the structural physical approximation to positive maps. We also report its experimental implementation in linear optics. Due to the postulate of quantum theory that global dynamics of given quantum systems must be unitary, only positive and completely positive operations can be implemented in the real world. However, some positive but not completely positive maps, simply called positive have some useful characteristics. For example, the transpose operation has great importance in quantum information science since the transpose operation can determine whether a certain quantum state is entangled or not [1] .
Due to the postulate of quantum theory that global dynamics of given quantum systems must be unitary, only positive and completely positive operations can be implemented in the real world. However, some positive but not completely positive maps, simply called positive have some useful characteristics. For example, the transpose operation has great importance in quantum information science since the transpose operation can determine whether a certain quantum state is entangled or not [1] .
Hence, approximating these non-physical operations into realizable forms without losing their useful properties has great importance for experimental detection of the entanglement. In 2002, P. Horodecki and A. Ekert introduced the systematic approximation to positive maps known as structural physical approximation (SPA) [2] , however, it required quantum memory. Recently, it was shown that SPA to positive map, in fact, can be realized by measurement and preparation of quantum states without the quantum memory requirement [3] , which is much more experimentally feasible than the initial scheme. Here, we investigate approximating the universal transpose of a single qubit system using SPA to positive maps. We also report its experimental implementations in linear optics. The scheme is optimal in the sense that the maximal fidelity is obtained.
The SPA to the transpose T , in general for d-dimensional quantum systems, works by admixing the complete contraction D[σ] = tr[σ]I/d to the positive map (I is 2-dimensional identity, σ is the single qubit state),
such that the resulting map T is completely positive. The minimal p that brings the complete positivity is known as
. Using the Jamiolkowski isomorphism and with some calculations, the SPA to the transpose of a given state σ can be expressed in terms of vectors in the above as follows [4] , 
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where the superscript (M ) denotes that the scheme is measurement-based, and the vectors|v k are given by,
The positive operators { |v * k v * k |/2 } define a properly normalized measurement due to the trace preserving property of the channel T (M) . Then, eq. (2) can be rephrased that the approximate transpose can be done by two steps of, i) measuring the state in the basis |v * k with equal probabilities for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, and then ii) depending on the measurement outcome, preparing the corresponding state |v k . The set of operations is denoted by T Fig. 1. (a) .
In experiment, we used the single photon qubit prepared via the spontaneous parametric down conversion. As shown in Fig. 1.(a) , the ideal approximate transpose operation T (M) is composed of four T , the measurement in the basis |v * k is performed by setting waveplates in such a way that the incoming photonic polarization qubit ρ in passes the polarizer with probability v * k |ρ in |v * k and then results in, due to the projection at the polarizer, the polarization state |H . Once the input single-photon qubit has passed the polarizer, the corresponding state |v k is prepared from the state |H using another set of waveplates, see Fig. 1(b) . Note that, since the single-photon source in Fig. 1(b) is triggered only when the detector detects a single-photon that passed through the polarizer, the detector and the single-photon source in Fig. 1(b) can effectively be removed altogether.
To apply the approximate transpose operation, we consider an arbitrary polarization state, |ψ = (|H + (1 + i)|V )/ √ 3, and the experimentally prepared one is identified by the QST, see also Fig. 2 (a) and the experimental result for the measurement-based scheme depicted in Fig. 1 is then shown in Fig. 2 (b) . Assuming the ideal application of the approximate transpose, the resulting state would be
. Using the Uhlmann's fidelity, the experimental result can be quantified in terms of its similarity with the ideal one,
996. We have also repeated the approximate transpose to a few more states, and obtained similar values of the fidelity.
The actual operation that has been performed in experiment can be found by the QPT. In this way, the similarity between designed and performed quantum operations can be estimated. A quantum process E of a single qubit can generally be expressed as, E(ρ in ) = m,n χ mn σ m ρ in σ † n , where it is the matrix χ mn that gives the complete characterization of the operation E. For the ideal operation T (M) , the corresponding χ matrix is found to be,
From the QPT, the χ matrix of the performed operation T
exp has been constructed, and is shown in Fig. 2 (c) . The average fidelity between the designed and the performed operations is exploited to compare two channels, consistently to the comparison between states, F ave ( 
